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C.K Magma – The Best Premium Tool Storage Solutions for Professionals 

Working with trade professionals gives C.K Magma great insight into what works best to make tasks 

much easier.  Its range of innovative tool storage products do just that, offering the very best options 

for high quality, efficient tools and test equipment storage solutions.  Hardwearing, strong and 

durable, C.K Magma’s wide range of cutting-edge products are built to protect and organise valuable 

toolkits, with great features and benefits designed to suit everyone’s needs. 

New C.K Magma Test Equipment Case Plus    

The current C.K Magma Test Equipment Case has proved a big hit with consumers, but C.K Magma has 

listened and made the best test meter storage solution even better.  By listening to feedback and its 

focus and commitment to working closely with trade professionals, this has allowed the C.K Magma 

range to evolve and develop which, in turn, has led to the introduction of new features in its Test 

Equipment Case Plus (MA2641).  Perfect for those who need to easily transport and protect valuable 

diagnostic test equipment and essential tools in one handy case, the premium Test Equipment Case 

Plus offers a host of enhanced features and benefits. 

This includes:  Improved access with easy-opening lid and two retaining straps; a bigger/deeper overall 

design, suitable for the latest generation of test meters; adjustable padded compartments for the safe 

transportation of test equipment and accessories; a convenient storage compartment to hold all the 

essential tools needed, plus 27 easily accessible pockets and a handy business card and document 

holder.  Featuring a durable polyester construction, this quality test equipment case has a 100% 

waterproof polymer base for increased durability, plus a red inner lining for easy visibility of stored 

items. 

Transportability is a key feature of the C.K Magma Test Equipment Case Plus, which can be 

incorporated with any C.K Magma Wheeled Technician’s Case thanks to an integrated trolley strap.  

This makes transporting tools and test equipment easier than ever, particularly where vehicle access 

is restricted.  Once onsite, portability is hassle-free with a robust carry handle and separate padded 

shoulder/neck strap, which also allows hands-free operation of test equipment.  There’s also a heavy 

duty lockable zip system for added security. 

For further information please visit www.carlkammerling.com  or call 01758 704704. 

Ends.            


